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                                  Discover Oral-B PRO 3


                                  [image: Oral B iO PRO 3 with 360 degree gum pressure control. For a professional clean feeling every single day]
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                                  360° Gum Pressure Control


                                  This feature protects your gums by signalling you if you're brushing too hard. The 360° pressure sensor turns red and automatically slows brush speed.


                                  [image: ]


                                  Four Colours


                                  Choose a colour that suits you - PRO 3 comes in four unique colours: Light Rose, Blue, Black and Jet White.
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                                  Round Cleans Better


                                  Oral-B's round head surrounds each tooth for cleaner teeth and healthier gums, removing up to 100% more plaque vs. a manual toothbrush


                                  [image: ]


                                  Whiter Teeth From Day One*


                                  The PRO 3, on top of the Daily clean and Sensitive modes, comes with a specialized whitening clean mode.

                                  *by surface stain removal
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                                  Built-In Timer


                                  Built-In timer lets you know when you've brushed for the dentist-recommended two minutes.
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                                  More Than Two-Weeks Charge


                                  The Lithium-Ion battery holds a charge that can last more than two weeks. The charging station is small enough to fit on a bathroom counter or sink.
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                                  Brush Heads Designed With Dentists


                                  Oral-B PRO 3 and brush heads are designed to work together for an optimal clean. From CrossAction to Precision Clean, to 3D White, to Floss Action, Oral-B brush heads deliver a superior clean vs. a manual toothbrush.


                                  [image: Oral-B #1]


                                  #1 Brand Used By Dentists Worldwide


                                  Oral-B toothbrushes are designed with dentists and are the number one toothbrush brand most used by dentists worldwide.
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                                  Experience Oral-B Pro 3 from the #1 brand used by dentists worldwide. The sleek handle of the Pro 3 electric toothbrush helps you brush like your dentist recommends: It helps you brush for 2 minutes with the professional timer and it notifies you every 30 seconds to change the area your are brushing. While you are just moving the brush around your mouth, Oral-B's unique round head does all the rest.


                                  It removes up to 100% more plaque than a standard manual toothbrush for healthier gums and it starts making your smile whiter as of the first day of brushing by removing surface stains. Not only this, but the toothbrush helps you protect your delicate gums with the 360° gum pressure control technology that reduces brushing speed and alerts you to be gentler if you brush too hard.


                                  Oral-B Pro 3 is the must have brush for everyone who wants to switch to an electric toothbrush and improve their oral health.
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                                      	DEEP CLEANING AND HEALTHIER GUMS with 360 ̊ GUM PRESSURE CONTROL that visibly alerts you if you brush too hard
	For a clean that wow - remove bacteria by removing up to 100% more plaque vs. a manual toothbrush
	3 BRUSHING MODES: daily clean, whitening and sensitive
	Battery lasts more than 2 weeks with 1 charge with the Lithium-ION battery
	Helps you brush longer with the 2 minutes embedded timer
	Choose Oral-B, #1 used by dentists worldwide. With a 30-Day Risk-Free Trial: Full details at www.oralb.com
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                Next Day Delivery is £4.99 for all in-stock products. Available on orders placed before midnight (2pm weekends and Bank Holidays) for delivery next working day. Applies to most delivery addresses within mainland UK.
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                          Discover Oral-B PRO 3
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                          360° Gum Pressure Control


                          This feature protects your gums by signalling you if you're brushing too hard. The 360° pressure sensor turns red and automatically slows brush speed.
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                          Four Colours


                          Choose a colour that suits you - PRO 3 comes in four unique colours: Light Rose, Blue, Black and Jet White.
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                          Round Cleans Better


                          Oral-B's round head surrounds each tooth for cleaner teeth and healthier gums, removing up to 100% more plaque vs. a manual toothbrush


                          [image: ]


                          Whiter Teeth From Day One*


                          The PRO 3, on top of the Daily clean and Sensitive modes, comes with a specialized whitening clean mode.

                          *by surface stain removal
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                          Built-In Timer


                          Built-In timer lets you know when you've brushed for the dentist-recommended two minutes.
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                          More Than Two-Weeks Charge


                          The Lithium-Ion battery holds a charge that can last more than two weeks. The charging station is small enough to fit on a bathroom counter or sink.
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                          Brush Heads Designed With Dentists


                          Oral-B PRO 3 and brush heads are designed to work together for an optimal clean. From CrossAction to Precision Clean, to 3D White, to Floss Action, Oral-B brush heads deliver a superior clean vs. a manual toothbrush.
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                          #1 Brand Used By Dentists Worldwide


                          Oral-B toothbrushes are designed with dentists and are the number one toothbrush brand most used by dentists worldwide.
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                          Experience Oral-B Pro 3 from the #1 brand used by dentists worldwide. The sleek handle of the Pro 3 electric toothbrush helps you brush like your dentist recommends: It helps you brush for 2 minutes with the professional timer and it notifies you every 30 seconds to change the area your are brushing. While you are just moving the brush around your mouth, Oral-B's unique round head does all the rest.


                          It removes up to 100% more plaque than a standard manual toothbrush for healthier gums and it starts making your smile whiter as of the first day of brushing by removing surface stains. Not only this, but the toothbrush helps you protect your delicate gums with the 360° gum pressure control technology that reduces brushing speed and alerts you to be gentler if you brush too hard.


                          Oral-B Pro 3 is the must have brush for everyone who wants to switch to an electric toothbrush and improve their oral health.
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	3 BRUSHING MODES: daily clean, whitening and sensitive
	Battery lasts more than 2 weeks with 1 charge with the Lithium-ION battery
	Helps you brush longer with the 2 minutes embedded timer
	Choose Oral-B, #1 used by dentists worldwide. With a 30-Day Risk-Free Trial: Full details at www.oralb.com
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                            Got this electric toothbrush 3 weeks ago and omg what can I say it is brilliant,your teeth feel amazing and my gums have improved so much ,even my dentist commented how much my teeth and gums had improved so that to me says it all,a very worthwhile investment.
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                            It's very strong, yes, but too strong to the point that my teeth hurt for hours after using it. The light for the two minute point... What light? It has never shown itself and I've timed over two minutes a few times now. While brushing it randomly freezes up and grinds gently for a few seconds before going back to normal. I didn't expect rubbish that doesn't do what it says and hurts me, but I suppose that's what I got. I'll have to switch back to manual, what a waste... 
                            The reason it's not a one star is because it is definitely an electric toothbrush and I know I have a sensitive mouth, but really, there should be a softer setting.
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                            [This review was collected as part of a promotion] Oral B are the best for electric toothbrushes and this product is another amazing one from them!
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                            [This review was collected as part of a promotion] I love using this toothbrush, my teeth have never felt cleaner
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                            [This review was collected as part of a promotion] It goes without saying that Oral B make tooth brushes excellent, but in  a world of white this one really does stand out, and my wife has no excuses for using the wrong brush.
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                            [This review was collected as part of a promotion] Great little tool that did what it said on the box
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                             This is a fantastic product even better with a travel case, This oral B electric tooth is amazing brush it cleans your teeth good just feels like they have been cleaned by professional.it gets in the hard to reach places defiantly recommend this product if you are looking at this you wont be disappointed
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                             This is the best electric toothbrush I've ever purchased and I've used many . It has 3 modes and a timer to brush your teeth. It also protects your gums and enamel.  It looks sleek and luxurious in my bathroom.I really like the look of it and the colour is beautiful too .It charges quickly and the battery life is quite good compared to my older brushes . It's great size and perfect for taking with me when going on holiday .The travel case is a great addition and makes transporting the brush and making sure it stays clean a lot easier .I love love love the cross action brush head . It cleans my teeth so well.My teeth have never looked so good before.  I can't recommend this toothbrush enough.  It's brilliant.
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                             I have had this product for quite some time. I have now upgraded to the Oral B genius 9000. However that is on the much more pricier side. This is a perfect product for someone with a moderate budget and wants an electric toothbrush just to clean their teeth well and none of the additional features such as guided brushing. It comes with a travel case so it’s perfect for on the go if you ever do need to use it whilst travelling, cleans very well, feels like you’ve just felt the dentist and it’s been professionally cleaned, the spherical shape makes it very easy to clean all of the teeth one at a time.
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                             Electric toothbrush is really amazing, this is beautifully made in fact created. Good cleaning and looks amazingly smart. Works really well. Love the travel case.
                            Some of the main features are.
                            Oral-B 3D Technology movement: Round toothbrush head oscillates, rotates and pulsates to break up 100 Percent more plaque vs manual toothbrush.
                            • Protect your sensitive gums: Visible gum pressure sensor reduces brushing speed & alerts if you brush too hard.
                            • Three cleaning brushing modes: Daily clean, sensitive, whitening.
                            • Oral-B is the no 1 brand: Used by dentist professionals & approved by the Oral Health FoundationIncludes.
                            • 1 electric toothbrush handle with charger 2 pin UK plug.
                            • One toothbrush head.
                            • One standard travel case.
                            Highly recommended!!! Can’t wait to take this with me on holidays.
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								By registering, I agree to receiving personalized communications regarding offers, news, and other promotional initiatives from Oral-B via email and on-line channels. I can unsubscribe at any time.

Procter & Gamble, the data controller, will process your personal data to send you relevant commercial communications about Oral-B, including emails and personalized ads in online media. Find out more. For more information regarding the processing of your data by Procter & Gamble and your privacy rights, read here or consult P&G’s full Privacy Policy.

You are at least 18 years old and agree to our Terms and Conditions.

*The offer is valid for new subscribers once from a minimum order value of £60.
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